Abstract—XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) is a widely used protocol for real-time information exchange in the Internet. In this paper, we extend it to the area of WSN (wireless sensor networks) based on IPv6 and present a lightweight XMPP client protocol software optimized for sensor nodes. Considering the resource-limited characteristic of the sensor nodes, we use UDP as the underlying transmission mechanism for XMPP instead of traditional TCP mechanism. With the purpose of decreasing the implementation overhead, we develop the XMPP client software through finite state machine method. The state design and frame parsing process of the software are presented. Finally, the proposed XMPP scheme and the client software are tested in an IPv6-based WSN platform. The experimental results show that using XMPP over UDP is feasible. It also demonstrates that XMPP can be used in the sensor networks as a unified method for information delivery among different kinds of sensors and networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks develop very rapidly today. In such circumstances, wireless sensor networks attract more and more people’s attention. And wireless sensor networks are widely applied in many fields at present. However, because of the existing problems of wireless sensor networks, the practical large-scale application is still limited for the flowing reasons. Firstly, the standards of wireless sensor networks are not unified in different fields. It is not conducive to deploy wireless sensor networks in large scale. Besides, different fields have different characteristics, the interaction of data among different fields maybe difficult. It is also not conducive to deploy wireless sensor networks in large scale. The IPv6 sensor networks become a rising field recently. It introduces IPv6 technology into wireless sensor networks. The combination of these two popular technologies makes the IPv6 sensor networks a tendency.

XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) is an instant messaging specification which is based on IP technology and XML. As an application layer protocol, XMPP contains the characteristics of real-time and good scalability. It is widely used in the Internet. With the IP technology and XML in wireless sensor networks going a step further, XMPP is designed to build a bridge that can easily associate the wireless sensor networks to the Internet. It also can solve the problems referred above. Besides, wireless sensor networks need to keep its protocol lightweight. So it is necessary to research and develop lightweight XMPP specification for wireless sensor networks which are based on IPv6.

II. XMPP FRAMEWORK

Our research emphasis of XMPP is on its XML stanza. As described in the RFC 6120, there are three kinds of stanzas. They respectively are presence stanza, message stanza, and I/Q stanza. The communication mechanism of presence stanza is a push mechanism. The communication mechanism of message stanza is a publish-subscribe mechanism and the communication mechanism of I/Q is a request-response mechanism. The presence stanza and message stanza are the research emphasis of this paper. Except the XML stanza, methods of XMPP are also very important. The implementation of XMPP referred in this paper includes five kinds of methods. They respectively are read method, write method, execute method, publish method, and report method. For details see attached TABLE 1. However, not all these methods are realized to demonstrate the XMPP in this paper.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Communication mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read method</td>
<td>Read a property values from a client</td>
<td>Request-response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write method</td>
<td>Write operation on clients’ properties</td>
<td>Request-response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute method</td>
<td>Perform a private method of client</td>
<td>Request-response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish method</td>
<td>Publish one or more attributes data</td>
<td>Publish-Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report method</td>
<td>Report alarm data</td>
<td>Push</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Request-response communication mode supports one-to-one aperiodic communication. Under this communication mode, both sides about communication can be a requester or a responder. The Publish-Subscribe mode supports pre-configured and periodic communication. However, there is not usually a confirmation or response for this mode. The push mode is the simplest mode and it is usually used for alarm of sensor nodes in WSN.

This design of XMPP for wireless sensor networks implements the instant messaging model which is based on wireless sensor networks and Internet. Both of IPv6 sensor networks nodes and Internet clients need authentication to XMPP server and both of them cannot communicate with each other before successful authentication. The XMPP server simply routes the data of sensor client when the sensor client logs in to XMPP server successfully. The XMPP client in the wireless sensor networks can send its data to Internet client by XMPP server instantly and Internet client can access to XMPP client in the wireless sensor networks to get instant information as well. It realizes end to end instant messaging. The Fig. 1 shows the XMPP instant messaging framework.

### III. XMPP IMPLEMENTATION

The designing scheme of the XMPP for wireless sensor networks presented by this paper can realize the authentication between XMPP client in wireless sensor networks and its XMPP server. Obviously, the XMPP server must be re-developed to support UDP transport mechanism. Because the process of authentication is relative complex, it is easy to go wrong when the XMPP client in wireless sensor networks logs its to its server. So the designing scheme must be precise in case that uncertain element will lead to unsuccessful authentication between XMPP clients in wireless sensor networks and XMPP server. Meanwhile, the module of processing the received data is designed to make sensor client to respond the corresponding response to its server. So the parsing received data module is also very important to sensor client. The XMPP realizes instant messaging between XMPP clients in wireless sensor networks and XMPP clients in Internet.

#### A. XMPP Client Finite State Machine Design

XMPP is an application layer protocol and the 6LoWSN protocol stack is based on FSM (Finite State Machine). When re-designing the application layer protocol, designing scheme of FSM becomes the most important part of implementation of XMPP.

According with the provisions of XMPP core protocol strictly, the process that XMPP client in wireless sensor networks logs its to XMPP server is designed. This process of authentication includes opening stream, SASL authentication mechanism, re-opening the stream, resource binding, and session establishing. And the authentication will not succeed until the presence data is sent. No matter which step of the authentication procedure goes wrong, the authentication won’t succeed. If it fails, the XMPP client in wireless sensor networks needs to re-authenticate its XMPP server again. The Fig. 2 describes the design of the finite state machine of the process of authentication for sensor client in WSN.
This finite state machine shows the XMPP sensor client how to work. All of these states are necessary for the process of authentication. Without the successfully authentication between sensor client and XMPP server, it is hard to extend the XMPP. After the successful authentication, the idle state and the state of sending data become the main states because the interaction of data between XMPP client in wireless sensor networks and XMPP client in Internet simply need the periodic skip of these two states.

B. Parsing The Received Data Module Design

The XMPP client in wireless sensor networks which is based on IPv6 technology needs to handle the response frame from the XMPP server and it also should parse the application layer strings. The XMPP client matches a specific string of the response frame and then sets corresponding state for the XMPP client. The appropriate flag needs to be set as a sign of successful reception as well. If the XMPP client matches the special string successfully, the state of finite state machine of XMPP client jumps to the corresponding state and then sends corresponding data to its XMPP server. However, at this state, the finite state machine also needs to judge whether the flag is true. If it is, the finite state machine needs to set this flag false again. The Fig. 3 is the overall design for the module of processing the received data.

In this module, it is not reasonable using nested loop to judge whether the received data right or not. That is to say, all of these judgments are parallel. The parsing module respectively sets different state of finite state machine for different response to guarantee respond the correct response to XMPP server. Besides, response data returned back is very big and there is probably the same string among different data from XMPP server. So matching the special string in the response is particularly important. When matching single string in the response does not work, we should match two or more strings in the response for more exact match.

IV. TEST RESULTS

The designing scheme of XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) for wireless sensor networks referred in this paper uses the 6LoWSN protocol stack as its development platform and re-develops the application layer protocol. To test XMPP, the test system uses CC2530 nodes as the XMPP clients in wireless sensor networks and uses source insight as the developing tool and uses the C51RF-CC2530-PK development board as the board route and uses Linux system as the running environment for XMPP server and uses pidgin software as the Internet client. The test system verified the XMPP via the successful interaction of data between Internet client and sensor client in wireless sensor networks. The test platform is shown in The Fig. 4.

Figure 4. XMPP test platform

Pidgin client is installed in windows environment and XMPP server runs in Linux environment and sensor node plays a role as XMPP client in wireless sensor networks. Both of the pidgin client in Internet and the sensor client need the authentication to XMPP server and then they can communicate each other. The JID of the sensor clients, shown in Fig 4, respectively are humtemp@openfire, smog@openfire, dust@openfire, ch4@openfire and the JID of pidgin client is client@openfire. The XMPP clients in wireless sensor networks will send presence data to XMPP server after the successful authentication from XMPP server. The XMPP server will route the received data from sensor clients to the pidgin client in Internet to present them. Meanwhile, pidgin client can access to the sensor clients in wireless sensor networks to get the instant massage of sensor clients by sending query information to sensor clients in wireless sensor networks.

XMPP server runs in the Linux environment and the process of authentication between sensor client and its XMPP server is shown in The Fig. 5.

Figure 5. The process of authentication
To capture the packets, the capturing packet software needs to be used in Linux environment. It can clearly display the process of authentication between sensor client and XMPP server. This process uses UDP transport mechanism which can reduce power consumption and the amount of code greatly. It conduces to apply XMPP in the lightweight protocol stack. However, the XMPP server needs secondary development to support UDP and TCP transport mechanism at the same time. Besides, XMPP server also needs to support conversion between UDP datagram and TCP package. The sensor client reports its information every ten seconds, the reporting information is shown in Fig. 6.

The sensor client reports its information every ten seconds, the reporting information is shown in Fig. 6.

![Figure 6. The presence information](image)

To guarantee the intuition of the process, The XMPP sets sensor clients to report themselves every ten seconds. Sensor client does not report itself any more when it is not online. So it is clearly to see which sensor client is not online any more.

In the process of reporting information, Internet client can send query information to sensor client in wireless sensor networks and the sensor client can return corresponding response to pidgin client as well. But the pidgin client in Internet must send the correct query information to the sensor client in WSN. Otherwise, the processing module of sensor client will do nothing after parsing the wrong query information because the special string has been stipulated already in the module of processing data before the authentication. The Fig. 7 shows the process of Information/Query.

![Figure 7. The process of Information/Query](image)

This test system realized interaction of data between XMPP client in wireless sensor networks and the XMPP client in Internet. The instantaneity of communication between sensor client in wireless sensor networks and the XMPP client in Internet was clearly verified as well.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a lightweight XMPP client software based on UDP was developed. The software is designed for resource-limited sensor node and tested in the IPv6 networks. The test results demonstrate the feasibility of the usage of XMPP in wireless sensor networks.
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